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Historically, assuming the equilibrium of low molecular weight

solutes between blood and dialysate, the dose of CRRT has been

quantified with the effluent flow rates (the sum of net ultrafiltration,

dialysate and replacement fluid) normalized to body weight. In

reality, this value overestimates the actually delivered dose because

of phenomena as pre-filter administration of replacement fluids,

membrane fouling (clotting) and protein concentration polarization.

While the data in literature don’t support the concept that “more

RRT” is better, the same data suggest that there must be a threshold

value below which mortality increases. KDIGO AKI guidelines

recommend: to deliver an effluent volume of 20–25 mL/kg/h, to

prescribe a modestly higher dose in order to actually deliver the

desired target doses and to monitor constantly the delivered dose to

ensure that the target dose is actually achieved.

The 4th generation of CRRT machines are nowadays conceived as

multi-organ support technologies, providing a wider rangeof

extracorporeal treatment options than in the past. Aim of the present

study is to evaluate the “dose” feature, both for prescription and

treatment delivery, of the new Kibou (Asahi) CRRT machine.
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Based on the traditional experience of International RenalResearch

Institute of Vicenza (IRRIV),in vitro andα test evaluation of Kibou

and related disposables has been conducted.

The kibou machine is equipped with a “dose” feature capable to

calculate and display the instantaneous, the delivered andthe target

doses.

Excluding blood flow changes, we observe 35 (vs 22 others) flows

variations when Kibou machine was used. Post infusion (22 vs8)

was mainly increased while Net UF varied only 8 (vs 8) times. 75%

(vs 60%) was in a favor of an higher dose. The delivery dose wasthe

96% of the prescribed for treatments done with Kibou and the 90%

for the others. Nurses were comforted by the actual deliverydose

displayed in the main page of the machine.

There is also the possibility to automatically prescribe the flows and

the parameters by simply inputting: the prescribed dose (ml/Kg/h),

patient weight, post/pre infusion ratio, hematocrit and target blood

flow. Once the parameters are set, the machine automatically

calculated the flows to be set (Figure 2).

Even if a debate on the better dose for the patient is still open and

actual, the delivery of the prescribed amount is mandatory in clinical

practice. Our results are in favor with a “dose” feature integrated on

the CRRT machine.

DiscussionDiscussion

Figure 2 Screen during treatment phase showing the dose value

Figure 1 Kibou machine (on the left) and the screen
during CVVH prescription (top)

Of the 24 treatments (12 with Kibou and 12 with others) performed in

our semi-intensive care unit, we calculate the number of flows settings

changes and the effect on the dose. In addition, we evaluatedthe

prescribed vs delivered values.

The treatment parameters have been set based on the clinicalneedings

of the patients. The measurement of the number of changes on fluids

settings has been performed acquiring data from the log files.


